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1.A job executes a pipeline that makes calls to an external system. 
Which two actions prevent performance issues in this situation? (Choose two.) 
A. Use synchronous import or export jobs 
B. Configure a timeout for the script pipelet. 
C. Disable multi-threading. 
D. Use asynchronous import or export jobs. 
Answer: B,C 
 
2.A retailer notices that the Account Addresses page is showing the wrong shopper's address. 
Which tool should the developer start with to identify the issue? 
A. Storefront Toolkit 
B. Reports and Dashboards module 
C. Pipeline Profiler 
Answer: A 
 
3.To ensure SFRA best practices and protect against request forgery, the developer introduced CSRF 
token generation in the customer address form: 
<form … action = “submit”> 
<input name =”${dw.web.CSRFProtection.getTokenName()}” 
value = “${dw.web.CSRFProtection.generateToken()”> 
… 
<the rest of the Form fields> 
… 
</form> 
To implement CSRF protection when the form is submitted, the developer needs to introduce the CSRF 
validation using one or both of these methods as applicable: 
validateRequest 
validateAjaxRequest 
Where in the code does the developer need to add this CSRF validation check? 
A. In the controller function that displays the form 
B. In the middleware chain of the controller post route 
C. In the controller function that handles the submitted form 
D. In the model function that persists the form data 
Answer: B 
 
4.A merchant has a requirement to sell a combination of four existing products with a unique product ID. 
This collection will be known as ‘Our Top Combo’, and is base don the merchant’s trading information 
that 
shows this combination to be in high demand. 
What does the developer need to do next to fulfill this requirement? 
A. Create a unique produce to called ‘Our Top Combo’ and add the four products into the Product 
Bundles tab. 
B. Create a Content Slot with Content Type = Product and add the four component products into that 
slot. 
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C. Create a Product Set called ‘Our Top Combo’ and add the products into the set. 
D. Create a recommendation rule associating the four products as a recommendation group. 
Answer: A 
 
5.Given the requirements: 
To show the washing Instructions for a clothing product on a dedicated section the detail page 
Washing instructions come from the product Information manager (PIM) 
To have this attribute available to localize in the Storefront 
Which action must these requirements? 
A. Create a custom attribute on the product system object and set it as localizable. 
B. Add a resource file for every locale for which the attribute needs to be translated. 
C. set the product system object type as localizable. 
Answer: A 
 
 


